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Lift columns 
for Conveyor-Systems

At a glance

Safe and reliable egg
collection on separate tiers

  
 

* Lift column with 230/400 V 50 Hz drive and drop guard. Geared motor with DC brake and  
6.3 rpm for safe lifting and lowering. Special voltages on request.

The limit switches are dry contacts (normally closed and normally open)
which can be operated with 115-400 V AC, 24-220 V DC. The switches are
UL / CSA approved and can also be used in the USA / Canada.

The drop guard is designed to support loads of up to 250 kg.
Depending on the length of the lift system, several drop guards or motors may be required.  
We will gladly provide a technical design for your application.

We will gladly provide you with a complete offer for the entire lift system.

Type
Conveyor-System width

200/250 mm 350 mm 500 mm 750 mm 1000 mm

Support arm 5235 5236 5237 5238 5239

Max. transfer height
Lift column with drive*

and drop guard
Lift column with  

drop guard
Lift column

2100 mm 5231-2100 5232-2100 5233-2100

2180 mm 5231-2180 5232-2180 5233-2180

2450 mm 5231-2450 5232-2450 5233-2450

2650 mm 5231-2650 5232-2650 5233-2650

2850 mm 5231-2850 5232-2850 5233-2850

3050 mm 5231-3050 5232-3050 5233-3050

3250 mm 5231-3250 5232-3250 5233-3250

Drive connection Chain coupling Cardan joints

max. 1500 mm 5241 5245

max. 2200 mm 5242 5246

max. 3000 mm 5243 5247

Technical data



Lift columns
for Conveyor-Systems   

The Principle 
We call egg collection by means of lift 
columns a lift system. In this process, 
the height of the Conveyor-System is 
adjusted so that each tier can be coll-
ected separately. 

Safe and flexible 
The lift columns with our range of ac-
cessories allow almost infinite possibi-
lities in the lift column configuration. 

Egg collection with the lift system is a 
simple, compact and efficient process. 
Since the transfer of eggs from one 
Conveyor-System to another always is 
a critical moment, the eggs in the lift 
system are only transferred once from 
the longitudinal belt to the conveyor. 
This is a big advantage over elevator 
systems where the eggs have to be 
transferred twice. The eggs must be 
transfered from the longitudinal belt 
to the elevator and from the elevator 
to the conveyor. Wind eggs often cau-
se heavy soiling of other eggs in an 
elevator because the eggs are trans-
ported one above the other in eleva-
tors. Defective eggs cannot – as with 
lift systems – simply fall down.  

After finishing the egg collection the 
Conveyor-System is moved into the 
highest position called parking positi-
on. This keeps the access to the laying 
area clear. 

Usage
Two pivoting units are required for 
the usage of a Conveyor-System with 
a lift system. A telescopic unit must be 
installed to compensate for the chan-
ging chain lengths. 

Chain coupling
Chain couplings for straight connec-
tion of the drive shafts. These allow 
easy mounting of the drive shafts.

Cardan joints
Cardan joints are used to connect 
drive shafts in bends.

Lift column with drive
Lift column with drive and drop guard. 
The geared motor with DC brake en-
sures safe lifting and lowering.

Lift column without drive
Depending on the size of the system, 
lift columns without drive are required 
with or without drop guard.

Lift foot
The feet of the lift columns with stable 
chain redirection are bolted to the floor.

Positioning
End position switches ensure a precise 
approach to the individual transfer 
points.

Support arm
Stable support for the Conveyor-System. 
Widths from 200 mm to 1000 mm are 
safely accommodated.

Stability
Adjustable struts ensure firm and secure 
fastening of the lift columns even with 
longer lift columns.

· one Conveyor-System for all tiers

· only one egg transfer onto the 
Conveyor-System

· free access between the lon-
gitudinal belts by moving the 
Conveyor-System to the upper 
parking position

· solid design ensures very 
smooth movement and thus a 
gentle egg transport

In addition to the safety of gentle egg 
transport, the safety of our lift system is 
also particularly guaranteed. The drop 
guard is mounted separately, so that  
the Conveyor-System has a drop guard 
even if the drive chain (which is desi-
gned with 10-fold safety) should break.

The lift columns can be used flexibly 
even for routes with bends.

The advantages  
at a glance:


